
#1  NEWS FROM Dr. MASARU EMOTO

Thread 1:  Is Dr. Masaru Emoto for real?

Author

entresuelo

Joined: 02 Feb 2006
Posts: 2

Message

Posted: Thu Feb 02, 2006 6:15 pm    Post subject: Is Dr. Masaru Emoto for real?

Hello,

For the sake of offering a critical and skeptical point of view, I want to submit the
possibility that Dr. Emoto has not actually, in fact, proven that water has the
sensitivity that he claims it does. Meanwhile, I also want to keep an open mind to
the possibility that maybe, just maybe, he struck gold!

I am a chemistry student in Vermont and I have spent the last few months
researching Dr. Masaru Emoto's work. My idea was to see if I could replicate his
findings in the college chemistry lab. The project had two parts:

1) Review existing literature to determine Emoto's procedures and practices, and see
if anyone else in the world has reproducted his work.

2) If the findings from step 1 indicated a high probability of being able to reproduce
Emoto's work, to conduct a small-scale study of the effects of Reiki-energy healing
on samples of distilled water.

However, after months of research (the first step), I determined that it was not
worthwhile to try to reproduce Emoto's work (step 2).

If anyone is interested in knowing why, please read my official research paper on the
topic (see my signature, below).

Basically, as I see it, Emoto completely failed to conduct his "research" in any
scientific manner, and therefore he did not eliminate many possible sources of error
that could skew his results. His only published photographs support his claims, but
where are the photographs that were inconclusive or contradictory?

I could not find one scientist in the whole world that has reproduced Emoto's work.
The few pseudo-scientific attempts that I found all indicated that they did not
support Emoto's claims. I also find it very questionable that Dr. Emoto has started



selling his "healing water" for personal profit.

I welcome everyone's thoughts on the topic.

Sincerely,
Kristopher Setchfield

Author

entresuelo

Joined: 02 Feb 2006
Posts: 2

Message

Posted: Thu Feb 02, 2006 6:19 pm    Post subject: oops...forgot to include the link to my research
findings

here it is:
http://www.is-masaru-emoto-for-real.com

Thread 2:  2006 – Dr. Emoto's HADO
Instructor School

Author

Kyoko Iwamoto

Joined: 15 Sep 2005
Posts: 2

Message

Posted: Thu Jan 19, 2006 5:43 am    Post subject: 2006 - Dr. Emoto's HADO Instructor School

HADO Instructor School is a workshop program of 3 days (+ one optional day). It aims to
educate people who will research, understand, and spread the information of water's true
essence from the point of view of Hado and water crystals.

Dr. Masaru Emoto and other specialists conduct lectures and guide the workshop so that
you will learn Dr. Emoto's theory, thoughts and philosophy deeply and correctly including
messages from water. This is somehow spiritual seminar, because you will also learn about
Zen meditation and to live well as a human being.

FROM DR. EMOTO...

"During the wonderful four days of “training” and workshop, there was something that
especially touched me deeply. This happened during the dinner party on the second night.
Here, every U.S. Hado Instructors from our first school utilized the tools which were given



to them at that time, and in each of their hometowns, they started doing seminars and
workshops…and now they were able to report back to the new students in how they did it. I
felt a warm tingling sensation around my eyes as I understood that these first U.S. Hado
Instructors not only came to the second school to refresh their knowledge about Hado, but
more importantly, that they really wanted to communicate to the new students their
experiences and joy they attained from living a life of resonance and Hado. There’s a first
for everything—and these first U.S. Hado Instructors were able to transfer the fact that it
wasn't easy in the beginning due to the newness of the acquired information, but that they
were able to overcome their fears and limitations and had experienced amazing results."

For more information on the seminar, please visit our
website:

http://www.hado.net/

and check...
http://www.hado.net/hado_instructional_school.html

There many articles and opinions written by people who have already taken the program.

The next Hado Instructor will be held February 13-17, 2006 in Hawaii .

We welcome you.

Kyoto Iwamoto
Hado Institute – Japan

Thread 4:  Dr. Emoto's HADO INSTRUCTOR
SCHOOL

Author

Kyoko Iwamoto

Joined: 15 Sep 2005
Posts: 2

Message

Posted: Thu Sep 15, 2005 8:55 pm    Post subject: Dr. Emoto's HADO INSTRUCTOR SCHOOL

HADO Instructor School is a workshop program of 3 days. It aims to educate people who
will research, understand, and spread the information of water's true essence from the point
of view of Hado and water crystals.

Dr. Masaru Emoto and other specialists conduct lectures and guide the workshop so that
you will learn Dr. Emoto's theory, thoughts and philosophy deeply and correctly including
messages from water. This is somehow spiritual seminar, because you will also learn about
Zen meditation and to live well as a human being.

For more information on the seminar, please visit our



website:

http://www.hado.net/

and check...
http://www.hado.net/hado_instructional_school.html

There many articles and opinions written by people who have already taken the program.

The next Hado Instructor will be held on November.

We welcome you.

Kyoto Iwamoto
Hado Institute – Japan

Thread 5:  My Thoughts in regards to
Hurricane Katrina

Author

Dr. Masaru Emoto

Joined: 02 Jan 2005
Posts: 2
Location: Japan

Message

Posted: Fri Sep 09, 2005 4:49 am    Post subject: My Thoughts in regards to Hurricane Katrina

The Global Dialogue Center received word from Dr. Emoto's office, requesting we share his
message with all of you.

MESSAGE FROM DR. EMOTO:

My Thoughts in regards to Hurrican Katrina: We must learn more about water.

As I write this message on this day, September 4, 2005 (Japan Time), the aftermath of
Hurricane ‘Katrina’ has worsened and is now predicted that ‘Katrina’ may have taken about
10,000 lives - my thoughts and prayers go out to all of those affected. In addition, for those
of you who are, on a daily basis fighting death looming about, I would like to send my
encouragement, “Please be patient, you will all be saved - you are all Americans.”

The tsunami that attacked the coast along the Indian Ocean late last year following the
major earthquake that hit Indonesia was an unpredictable catastrophe. For the people in the
developed world, the news about this crisis was a sad occurrence in a far away developing
country.

However, Hurricane Katrina was something that was predicted and still ended up as a huge
catastrophe - in the 21st century, where all technological advancement seemed to have
reached its peak, and in a developed country such as the United States.



The above two major natural disasters occurred in a developed and developing country: at
the different ends of the spectrum, and under predicted and unpredicted circumstances.
However, the reason for all the death that occurred in these two instances was the same:
water. What can be said I believe, is that whether it’s a developed or developing country or
whether it was predictable or not, we, as a whole, are terribly ill equipped to handle this
type of an emergency situation. I have researched as to why this has happened, and how
we can prevent the reoccurrence of such tragedies and would like to share those thoughts
with you here.

Read Dr. Emoto's entire message with photos

Visit Dr. Emoto's online exhibit at the KNOWLEDGE GALLERY

#2  SEE DR. Masaru from JAPAN at the
KNOWLEDGE GALLERY

Thread 1:  Interview with Dr. Emoto

Author

meredithO

Joined: 17 Apr 2005
Posts: 2

Message

Posted: Sat Aug 06, 2005 6:43 pm    Post subject: Interview with Dr. Emoto

Hello - Recently, I read a great interview with Dr. Emoto. It has many photos. Thought
others might enjoy it. I love his work.

Here is the url:
http://www.life-enthusiast.com/twilight/research_emoto.htm

MeredithO

Thread 2:  Can our thoughts create
PEACE???

Author

from the Cranky Crow

Joined: 31 May 2005
Posts: 1



Message

Posted: Tue May 31, 2005 3:09 pm    Post subject: Can our thoughts create PEACE ???

Dear friends,

Dr. Masaru Emoto continues to make a major impact on the world. More and more his
remarkable contributions show up in different places, working to invite all of us to challenge
our thinking ---- to see the world anew --- to create a new world reality.

On World Music Central, we ran across an article that ignited our minds once again
and we are sure it will yours...

WORLD MUSIC CENTRAL---Contributed by Cranky Crow, it begins...

We live in revolutionary times and radical change creates discomfort. Our ancestors most
likely didn't readily accept that the world was round after centuries of believing that it was
flat. Today's equivalent of this type of radical thought can be found within the field of
quantum physics. What if we are simply energy, vibrations and that we experience as solid
and grounded is actually energy as well? What if we do create our own reality through our
beliefs, which we rarely questions any longer? What if water has consciousness and what if
water could record our thoughts through our vibrations? And if we go even deeper into this
cosmic ocean, what if each individual has the power and the responsibility to create
the world around them? Wouldn't that mean, that we need to become conscious of
our thoughts and whether those thoughts create peace or feed the fire of
destruction? And what would happen if musicians became more aware of the musically
energy they release out into the vast universe?

Quantum physicists weren't the first humans to discover that the world is made up of
vibrations. The ancient shamans/sorcerers could bend time, (soul) travel through multiple
dimensions and speak of mental constructs that would easily blow the average person's
mind. (Today, they still can). When an initiate underwent a death-rebirth process, they were
actually facing the death of old reality. Facing symbolic death is as frightening as facing
physical death. An initiate might feel that the ground they once walked has disappeared
from beneath their feet. They might believe up is down and down is up. Certainly they
wouldn't be seen as sane by an uninitiated person. The revolution that is surfacing on the
planet at this time represents symbolic death on a grand scale. Many of us are seeing the
world contrary to what we've been taught. But isn't it better to see ourselves as co-creators
of reality? Isn't it better to become conscious of the energy we are releasing into the world
through our music or our emotions? And isn't it time to focus on the task at hand, ushering
lasting global peace? And what is the role of sensitive people and musicians? Incidentally in
the field of metaphysics emotions are tied in with the water element.

Revolutionary times call for visionaries to reveal the mysteries of life.
Internationally renowned researcher Dr. Masaru Emoto has gained worldwide acclaim by
revealing the connection between water and the collective consciousness. Dr. Emoto's
research with water crystals began with a thought and an open-heart. He explains the
origins of his profound research in his latest book, The Hidden Messages in Water, "One day
I casually opened a book to words that jumped off the page: 'No two snow crystals are
exactly the same.'"

After pondering the significance of this sentence which only seemed elementary on the
surface, Dr. Emoto considered that for millions of years all the snowflakes that have fallen
onto the earth have been different. "The next moment I thought, If I freeze water and look
at the crystals, each one will be totally unique. And that moment marked my first step on
an adventure into a new and unexplored world." And one that would alter anyone who
comes into contact with Dr. Emoto's research view on human consciousness.



AN INVITATION TO YOU...Have you been connected to Dr. Emoto's work? If you have,
ignite your interest again with this inspiring message. If not, we invite you to be introduced
through the Cranky Crow's generous contribution. Also, be sure to visit the
KNOWLEDGE GALLERYat the Global Dialogue Center to see our self-learning exhibit
honoring Japan's Dr. Emoto and his remarkable discoveries. The exhibit demonstrates the
power of MUSIC, our WORDS and our THINKING in a visual experience that draws the
essence of some of Dr. Emoto's most important messages.

Go to the online Wisdom in Water exhibit

Read the article at WORLD MUSIC CENTRAL

Learn more about the Cranky Crow

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
24seven Convesations TEAM
Global Dialoguecenter

Thread 3:  Add visualization to your love
and thank – from Dr. Emoto

Author

debbekennedy

Joined: 27 Oct 2004
Posts: 96
Location: global dialogue center

Message

Posted: Sun Apr 17, 2005 12:27 pm    Post subject: Add visualization to your love and thank- from Dr.
Emoto

ADD VISUALIZATION TO YOUR LOVE AND THANKS - Message from Dr. Masaru
Emoto

I happened upon this inspiring message and call to action for all of us:

"Let us visualize that the vibration of Love and Thanks is transmitting into water as
golden/silver light. The whole water of the world is sparkling beautifully. Finally, the whole
planet is shining so brilliantly. When filled with the highest vibration of light, everything is
healed and harmonized. Let us visualize that the faces of all the people on Earth are filled
with a smile.

Consciousness of each of us creates our world, which means we can change the world.
When the Earth is filled with the vibration of Love and Thanks, then you will experience a
world filled with Love and Thanks."

--- Dr. Masaru Emoto



Love and Thanks Project

Debbe Kennedy
Founder, Global Dialogue Center
dkennedy@globaldialoguecenter.com

Thread 5:  WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

Author

KNOWLEDGE GALLERY

Joined: 02 Jan 2005
Posts: 3
Location: Global Dialogue Center

Message

Posted: Tue Feb 01, 2005 4:52 pm    Post subject: WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ...

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ...
About POWER OF DIALOGUE and WISDOM IN WATER Knowledge Gallery Exhibits

We've received VIEWER feedback that we wanted to share...

"Cool exhibits!"

"Impactful"

"The gallery-approach really shows off the work."

"I love it!"

"I sent it around to our managers. It seemed to capture some of the key themes we've been
discussing as a team." (Power of Dialogue)

"Dr. Emoto's messages are timely. Thank you!"

We invite you to visit if you've not yet had a chance...

http://www.globaldialoguecenter.com/knowledge-gallery-front.html

THE KNOWLEDGE GALLERY
Global Dialogue Center

Author

jimspacht - comment
Guest



Message

Posted: Mon Mar 07, 2005 8:26 pm    Post subject: Did Dr. Emoto's own expectations have an influence?

With permission, we are pleased to share the following comment that came from Jim
Spacht's experience of the Wisdom in Water now showing at the Knowledge Gallery at
the Global Dialogue Center:

Is it possible that Dr. Emoto's own expectations were
involved with the outcomes of the crystal photos? We know the
observer effects the observed. Perhaps, as subatomic particles are
influenced by their observer, crystal formation is influenced too.
(Then the words facing the water would not be the cause. Dr. Emoto's
expectations would be the cause.) YES?

Jim Spacht

Jim Spacht also shared he is a full time community college teacher. He read Dr. Emoto's
book, Hidden Messages in Water, which one of his students shared with him.

The Knowledge Gallery
Global Dialogue Center

Author

Migdalia Velez - Comment

Joined: 19 Mar 2005
Posts: 1

Message

Posted: Sat Mar 19, 2005 8:50 am    Post subject: Comments on Dr. Emoto's Exhibit by Migdalia Velez

With permission, we are pleased to share the following comment that came from Migdalia
Velez’s experience of the Wisdom in Water now showing at the Knowledge Gallery at
the Global Dialogue Center:

"I have always felt a closeness for river, and sea water. I find sitting in a floating
river, or where the sea meets the beach to be places of spiritual healing. Ever
since I was small, I have felt that water does speak to us!! Your web page filled
me with much joy, and a desire to advocate for the respect that water deserves.
Thank you, it was a breath of fresh air."

Migdalia Velez

*** Click here to visit Dr. Emoto's Exhibit ***
http://www.globaldialoguecenter.com/gallery/index.shtml

The Knowledge Gallery
Global Dialogue Center



Author

Megan Akers - Comment

Joined: 01 Apr 2005
Posts: 1

Message

Posted: Fri Apr 01, 2005 8:01 am    Post subject:

With permission, we are pleased to share the following comment that came from Megan
Aker's experience of the Wisdom in Water now showing at the Knowledge Gallery at
the Global Dialogue Center:

I think the exhibit on Messages from Water is wonderful and
everyone needs to see it. Thank You."

Megan Akers
University of Oaklahoma

*** Click here to visit Dr. Emoto's Exhibit ***
http://www.globaldialoguecenter.com/gallery/index.shtml

The Knowledge Gallery
Global Dialogue Center

Thread 6:  NOW SHOWING…WISDOM IN
WATER

Author

KNOWLEDGE GALLERY

Joined: 02 Jan 2005
Posts: 3
Location: Global Dialogue Center

Message

ed: Sun Jan 02, 2005 9:33 pm    Post subject: NOW SHOWING... WISDOM IN WATER

NOW SHOWING... WISDOM IN WATER - Dr. Emoto

We want extend a personal invitation to you to visit our special Knowledge Gallery exhibit



honoring Japan's Dr. Masaru Emoto. Experience his inspiring work and learn more about
his books, products and North American seminar tour beginning in February 2005.

http://www.globaldialoguecenter.com/knowledge-gallery-front.html

We welcome your feedback and comments. We invite you to come back and post
message about the exhibit. Share your personal insights from seeing it ...and your
experience of Dr. Emoto's wonderful work with others.

With gratitude,

The Knowledge Gallery
Global Dialogue Center

#3  WAYS YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE –
Southeast Asia

Thread 1:  MESSAGE FROM Dr. Marsaru
Emoto

Author

Dr. Masaru Emoto

Joined: 02 Jan 2005
Posts: 2
Location: Japan

Message

Posted: Sun Jan 02, 2005 11:53 am    Post subject: MESSAGE FROM Dr. Marsaru Emoto

The message below was received by the Global Dialogue Center to share with all of you. To
learn more about Dr. Emoto's amazing work and discoveries that support his request to all
of us, visit our KNOWLEDGE GALLERY to see the exhibit celebrating his contributions,
Wisdom in Water

http://www.globaldialoguecenter.com/emoto_exhibit.html

MESSAGE FROM DR. MASARU EMOTO
PRAYERS CAN LIMIT SECONDARY DISASTER
To everyone in the world...

Let us offer a prayer of love to the Indian Ocean rim countries!!

I feel terribly sorry for the loss that has been caused by the biggest catastrophe of tsunami
in history. I am utterly lost for words to offer for the deceased and their family. I just pray
to god that their souls shall rest in peace.



Just today, WHO [World Health Organization] has released a warning for the possible
emergence of epidemics. It has reported that at the moment, the hygiene has dramatically
worsened, and the epidemic such as cholera could spur in any minute. If so, as many
people could die from infectious diseases as were killed by the tsunami.

As a Hado (vibration) researcher, I am truly worried about this disaster. As well as the
hygiene issue, I feel that the vibrational fields of the countries have extremely deteriorated.
...feelings of fear, grief, worry, lack of trust, anger, loneliness, and helplessness could
energize the malevolent microorganisms that prefer this kind of environment.

People cannot help but have these feelings, and they probably carry the feelings with them.
Many people feel this way, and there seems to be some plundering going on, but their
feeling of anger and hostility can only multiply the negativity... Also, we must take into
account the emergence of a new epidemic.

We have to limit the negative field in any way possible. I believe that there is already a
spreading Hado (vibration) of fear due to the terrorist attack and bombing, and it is like a
gasoline station with an oil leak that is about to explode.

WHAT WE CAN DO? The only way is for people from all over the world to pray for the
recovery of the affected area. The prayer will definitely carry far with the purity of its Hado.
Therefore, from today, let us close our eyes for a few second before our meal and send
words of prayer to the countries. Let us send a prayer for them before we go to sleep. Also,
when we pray during the end of year and the new year ceremony, let us send a prayer first
and foremost for world peace.

Through the research of the water crystal over the last ten years, I have proven that people
through pure energy of consciousness can change the water in areas that people have
prayed for, regardless of the distance. Also, the most effective Hado prayer is the feeling of
Love and Thanks. Now is the time to send everyone feelings of Love and Thanks to the
earth and to the water.

Masaru Emoto


